Opportunity Window Pre-Launch
THE DUTCH FUND FOR CLIMATE AND DEVELOPMENT
Launched in November 2019 with €160M seed funding from the Dutch Government aiming to mobilize over €500M of private finance
IMPACT:
CLIMATE-RESILIENT ECONOMIC GROWTH

OUTCOMES:

LOWER GHG EMISSIONS
CLIMATE-RESILIENT LAND USE AND ECOSYSTEMS
CLIMATE-RESILIENT WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION
CLIMATE-RESILIENT FOOD SECURITY
FOUR ORGANISATIONS, THREE FACILITIES

- CLIMATE FUND MANAGERS: €75M
- WWF: €30M
- FMO: €55M

WATER FACILITY

ORIGINATION FACILITY

LAND USE FACILITY

PROJECT GRADUATION
Business cases graduate from ideas to full implementation using lifecycle financing

THEMATIC FOCUS
Water, Environmental Protection, Agriculture, Forestry

LANDSCAPE
Integrated approach to project identification and collaboration
The 2019 Landscape Approach

IDENTIFY A LANDSCAPE:
Review WWF Landscape Submissions and choose landscape. The Landscape Approach will be supported with DFCD grants and bankable ideas will be originated.

IDENTIFY BANKABLE PROJECTS:
Scan for bankable opportunities and if they meet the DFCD Criteria then add to the DFCD Pipeline. Projects will need to be provide positive impacts for people and nature, and they will need to have a financial return.
Introducing the DFCD Opportunity Window
IDENTIFY BANKABLE PROJECTS:
Review project submissions and select projects that meet the DFCD criteria.

REVIEW AND SUPPORT LANDSCAPE:
Review landscape where project is situated and test if project delivers positive impact for people and nature within the landscape context. Provide grants to support light landscape actions to support the landscape approach.

IDENTIFY ADDITIONAL PROJECTS:
Review landscape for additional bankable ideas.
Assessment criteria

ELIGIBLE COUNTRY
On the DAC List which shows all countries and territories eligible to receive official development assistance (ODA).

RIO MARKER 2
Meets the Rio Marker System on Climate Change (Mitigation or Adaption)

VULNERABLE GROUPS
Development Impacts for vulnerable groups

NATIONAL OWNERSHIP
Promote national within project

POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL VIABILITY
There is a chance of commercial viability that can be unlocked

- Financial Additionality
- No Institutional Strengthening/Enable Environment Only
- No Excluded Activities (e.g. Deforestation, Fossil Fuel, or Nuclear Energy)
5. CAFÉ SELVA NORTE

Climate-smart coffee agroforestry systems in Peru

The Land Degradation Neutrality (LDN) Fund, LDN Technical Assistance Facility (TAF), URAP Sustainable Land Use Vehicle, ECOTIERRA

**Estimated) Impacts**

- **1.3 million tons** of CO₂ sequestered/reduced
- **8,250 ha** of productive agroforestry systems
- **Livelihoods of 2,000 producers** improved

**Activities**

- Generating revenue from timber and increased coffee sales
- Generating revenue from the processing plant's services
- Carbon credit revenues through increased sequestration
The case studies cover water & sanitation, forestry, climate-smart agriculture, environmental protection and renewable energy in Asia, Africa, Europe and Latin America.

**Bankable Nature Solutions Blueprints** serves an introduction to bankable nature solutions and presents 13 case studies that offer different solutions that generate a financial return and have a positive impact on nature and climate.
Submit your ideas for investment!

Launch registration: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/dutch-fund-for-climate-and-development-registration-126147557741
Submitting ideas for investment: https://www.worldstartup.co/opportunities/dfcd
Questions?
together possible ™

Working to sustain the natural world for the benefit of people and wildlife.
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